Hello! My name is...

Snoopy
I like to canoe.

Woodstock
I like to roast marshmallows.

Marcie
I like to hike.

______________________________
your name

I like to ____________________ .

Draw what you like to do!
PEANUTS™ CHARACTER NAMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. This character loves being dirty!
3. Snoopy’s best friend
6. Charlie Brown’s little sister
8. This character is always grumpy

DOWN
2. Peppermint ___________ has a crush on Charlie Brown
4. Charlie Brown’s faithful dog
5. Snoopy’s lovable owner ______________ Brown
7. Never without his security blanket
PEPPERMINT PATTY IS LOST. HELP HER FIND HER FRIENDS.
SNOOPY HAS LOST WOODSTOCK!
Can you help find him?
A DAY OF CAMPING WORD SEARCH!

TENT  FRIENDS  HIKE  FISH  BACKPACK
CAMPFIRE  TREES  CANOE  ADVENTURE  COMPASS
SMORES  RELAX  SWIM  CANEEN  NATURE

N J U T G  T R E E S  S B A C K P A C K
A Q W R G B  F D  S H  J U  K G  C X  D M O
T E N T  S P L O F  R I E N D S  S D  W F C
U X  C W Q  C A  S D  F G  H J  K I  H I K E
R L  K J  H A G  F Y  R T  Y U  I M  N B  V C
E A R S  W N S  R O  J H  G F  D R  S F  H F
S W  E D  W T  G H  J K O  C A M P  F I R E
A S L P O  E L  K Y  G F  R S  C G  H S  H J
Q A  A D V E N T U R E  S Z  X S  D H W G
H S X Q  V N  V M  J N  Y V  W O  P L  U G F
Q W  E R  T Y  U I  O C A N O E  P L  I J F
S M O R E S  F G  H J  J K Y G  S W I M B
S D F M  H T  C O M P  A S S  F T  W U O S
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CHARACTER SCRAMBLE

Unscramble the names of your favorite Peanuts™ characters!

SCKODOOWT

LLYSA

NSLIU

CYLU

LIEHACR

TTAYP

SPOOYN
WOODSTOCK IS LOST AGAIN!
can you help him find his friends?
HELP SNOOPY AND WOODSTOCK
FIND THE GANG!

START

FINISH
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**PEANUTS™ CHARACTER NAMES CROSSWORD ANSWERS**

```
  S C K O D O O W T
  W O O D S T O C K
  L U C Y
```

---

**CHARACTER SCRAMBLE**

Unscramble the names of your favorite Peanuts™ characters!

- SCKODOOWT: WOODSTOCK
- LLYSA: SALLY
- NSLIU: LINUS
- CYLU: LUCY
- LIEHACR: CHARLIE
- TTAYP: PATTY
- SPOOYN: Snoopy

---

**WOODSTOCK IS LOST AGAIN!**

Can you help him find his crew?

---

**PEPPERMINT PATTY**

Is lost. Help her find her way to the campsite.

---

**UNSCRAMBLE THE NAMES OF YOUR FAVORITE PEANUTS™ CHARACTERS!**